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Abstract

1

Introduction

The importance of proteomics science is rapidly growing
across all areas of biomedical research undefined for the
measurement of cellular function. However, the most advanced proteomics technologies, knowledge and datasets
have been widely unavailable to the biomedical research
undefined communities. These limits make it harder to
support the disease and drug-related research progress.
Moreover, developing common data standards and the validation of deposition is difficult, slow, and an arduous task
for any single group. Therefore, proteomics domain necessitates collaboration with diverse researchers for meaningful research progress. The lack of effective collaboration and sharing facilities among researchers with necessary biological expertise is another hurdle for properly designing studies, or developing data standards. The social
network centric collaborative research framework could
bridge that gap by bringing together expertise in different
areas of proteomics, and providing a shared workspace for
them by enabling research artifact sharing. Besides, it is
a challenging task for a human administrator to manually
manage, undefined undefined analyses, and take decisions
in a traditional collaborative system. A promising solution
to this challenging research problem is the application of
the IBMs Autonomic Computing (AC) system. This paper presents a social networking enabled collaborative research framework that allows not only automatically finding relevant researchers, making social connections, coauthorships, but also collaboratively create and share research artifacts, forming a community that could influence
research contribution. We also offer semantic richness to
the framework by constructing ‘OntoProteomics’ ontology. Finally, we highlight the concept of the AC system
that could enable automated functionalities in the collaborative environment.

The application of Proteomic’s science in the biomedical study is useful to develop new diagnostic methods,
identification of disease markers, or development and assessments of drug targets [1]. A challenge faced by researchers is the exchange of incompatible data that could
lead to serious issues affecting result’s interpretation, reproducibility and analysis. To overcome this issue, it
is important to create a common data standard for MS
proteomics, with large acceptance by worldwide research
communities [18]. However, proteomics data standard development is difficult and slow, because of no common
understanding of requirements, little willingness to cooperate, continuous introduction of new data types and technologies. Moreover, developing data standards and validation of deposition is an arduous task for any group,
and it is imperative for repositories, journals, and funding agencies to collaborate [1]. Because, collaborative
approach becomes a valuable supporting system to provide easily collect, publish, and share complex scientific
knowledge or data across research communities. The underlying idea of collaborative research is that different
contributors can bring in key knowledge and skills into the
system; increasing the likelihood of creating a meaningful innovative solution [33]. Proteomics research increasingly demands widespread collaborators with diverse laboratories, experimental workflows, instrumentation, software and data types, which require frequent exchange
of data [18], sharing information, and new technologies.
Sadly, the most advanced proteomics technologies, experimental methods, analysis tools, datasets, etc. have been
widely unavailable to the biomedical undefined research
community, which limits to aiding and support the disease and drug-related research progresses in the biomedical undefined field. In fact, collaborative research of proteomics frequently struggles with finding relevant contributors with the necessary biological expertise and skills
to properly designing studies and analysing the data [1].
Obviously, developing more advanced tools for support-

ing collaborative research could bring a positive change
in scientists’ attitude and viewpoint [25]. Several studies
have shown that the lack of effective tools, and a common
framework are the main obstacles in finding relevant contributors [36, 37, 30], and difficult to collect and utilise
necessary knowledge, information and resources not only
for the biomedical community, but also proteomics community themselves. On the other hand, the lack of active connections, limited communication and interaction
among heterogeneous research groups, resulting diversity
of tools, knowledge, and resources in proteomics. As a result, undefined undefined most of the valuable knowledge,
technologies and experimental datasets buried in the datarich web without realizing its full potential and reuse by
the biomedical research community. To bridge that gap,
it is a great demand to bring diverse research communities or individuals together, and provide efficient knowledge creation and sharing platform that could enable designing and implementing proteomics data standard, appropriate study design and so on. At present, most collaborative work limited to between two or three research
centres due to the complexity and unavailability of computational tools, resources, or platforms. For instance,
proteomics research groups such as HUPO (Human Proteome Organisation) and PSI (Proteomics Standards Initiative) have been only working collaboratively on different types of proteomics investigation such as sample processing, mass spectrometry, protein modifications and so
on. Moreover, the existing collaborative solution used by
these groups is a seriously time-consuming process, expensive, and is unsuitable for problems that require quick
and decisive action. Another complication of these existing systems is that the various interested groups may
not be equally involved throughout the core development,
such as data exchange and modelling standard, annotation
guidelines, project plan, etc. [6]. Existing Web platforms
(e.g. Research gate, Academia.edu, Github) and collaborative tools (e.g. Wiki, Google Docs, etc.) already are
undefined undefined undefined undefined undefined undefined in place to support collaboration and knowledge
sharing between scientific communities. These platforms
are not sufficient to provide all necessary functionalities
to fulfil all collaborative requirements from a single interface. For instance, undefined some of the system may only
support the sharing and storage of general information,
published paper, or bookmark; or some of them may only
support basic social networking such as blogging, tagging,
friendships, discussion forums; some of them only allow
collaborative document writing or editing, code sharing,
etc. Therefore, undefined it is difficult to use different
systems for different purposes, which make the research
progress time consuming, undefined undefined undefined
expensive and management issues. Moreover, those solutions do not support the collaborative creation and shar-

ing of research artifacts (i.e. Experimental workflows, research methodology, data undefined exchange standards),
collaborative authorship, forming community for a particular project. There is also a lack of semantic description of information and data about social entities, content, and resources on those platforms. Social networking concepts have the enormous potential to support collaborative research work, which could enhance connectivity among distributed contributors, improve communication, increase awareness, and facilitate sharing, organise
and dissemination of findings [25]. A study reported that
knowledge sharing within the community is influenced
by the contributor’s social relationships that motivate participation and enhance performance on the network [36].
Social tagging on an online platform has become one of
the best ways of associating metadata with Web contents
and useful for social interest discovery [13]. Social networking activity such as participation, tagging, management, optimization becomes extremely complicated and
context-based [8]. undefined However, social network environment is very dynamic and complex, and social networking constantly grows and changes as new information
and content created, collected, and stored, which require
monitoring and re-analysis for each change [7]. Therefore, the analysis and decision-making in social networking are another challenging task for an individual; even
with the help of computational tools [7]. The application
of IBMs AC system could help to resolve this problem
by enabling automated functionalities in the collaborative
environment. In this paper, we propose a social network
centric collaborative research framework for proteomics
domain, which is semantically enriched. This framework,
called ‘SocialProteomics’, undefined is departed from the
existing idea in that sense, it will serve not only for social networking purposes undefined undefined undefined
such as making friendship, communication, or tagging,
but also collaboratively to create, publish and disseminate
new findings, published paper, research artifacts, etc. An
important feature of the framework that allows automated
discovery of contributors with similar research interest by
social tagging, bookmarking, and research artifacts. We
outline the principles of AC system that can be utilised to
automated discovery of a researcher, analyse the tags and
bookmarks, notify to relevant people, and suggest necessary action. Finally, we provide the semantic richness of
the framework by constructing ‘OntoProteomics’ ontology to describe the entities, their relationships, and activities within the collaborative network. This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the background information on existing web tools and technologies used to facilitate collaborative research. Section 3 highlights socialcollaborative aspects of proteomics research, entities involved, and core features within the framework. In Section 4, we proposed ‘SocialProteomics’ undefined frame-

work implementation based on proteomics research scenarios with the basic system interfaces. Section 5 shows
the construction of ‘OntoProteomics’ prototype ontology
with an example link to ‘SocialProteomics’. undefined
Section 6 outlines related work of the collaborative research support. Section 7 discusses the overall outcome
of this research work and compares the proposed solution
with the existing one. Finally, Section 8 draws a conclusion from this work in a direction for future work.

2

Background

This section presents a background study of state-of-theart of social-collaborative research, and overviews the
most relevant theories, approaches and tools that can serve
as the basis for the designing and implementing a social
network centric collaborative research framework.

2.1

Collaborative Research of Proteomics

In the post-genome era, proteomics research has advanced
rapidly, with the exponential growth of the diverse experimental method and generation of large amounts of
data [38]. Proteomics is a -omics science (e.g. Genomics,
proteomics, epidemics), and sub-discipline of biomedical
research that encompasses a large-scale and comprehensive study of the protein sequences, structures and functions, post-translational modifications, and complex formation in a cell, tissue or organism [1], and other processes relevant to understanding human health and various
disease states. Collaboration is important with contributors of similar research interest or expertises to discover
knowledge from rapidly accumulating biological data [37,
34, 25]. Collaboration can be defined as a process of participation of an individual, groups, organisations, or research centers, who work together in a sociable environment to systematically solve undefined undefined existing and emerging problems that could not be solved by
an individual or group alone [4]. Recently, the advancements in Web technologies made possible for easier collaboration, widespread access, and share cutting-edge scientific research data. For instance, Web 2.0 technologies
(i.e. Wikis, blogs, social network, RSS, tagging, bookmarking) turned into a well-established medium for collaborative research, communication and interactions [23].
Social networking approach is a most promising Web 2.0
tools undefined undefined undefined undefined undefined
to support collaborative research by encouraging participation and linking them together with similar research interests [37].

2.2

Social Network and Web 2.0 for Collaboration

Knowledge sharing is important in any scientific practice that allows other researchers to access, validate and
re-analyse someone’s findings, the identification of errors and allows the results to be used in novel ways [32].
The current social networking system changes the way to
share and communicate by bringing together broad new
range of technologies [23]. Thus, this approach becomes
a very popular infrastructure to support scientific collaboration through knowledge or data sharing and reuse, content annotations, and maintaining the social connections
and communications among researchers [25]. A social
network is a model that consists of a set of people, organisations, events and locations, which are connected by a
set of social relationships, such as friendship, co-working,
information sharing [10, 27]. Social networking service
can be modeled as an undirected graph with nodes for the
entities and an edge, which connects two nodes for the relationships of an event model. The nodes in the graph can
represent not only people or groups but also their work
artifacts and the edges can encode all kinds of relationships including friendship, professional or organizational
memberships [10, 2]. The contemporary social networking service is considered as Web 2.0 tools. The major Web
2.0 tools that support general purpose undefined information and content sharing among research communities are
described as follows:
• Blogs are a useful and easy way to build a profile as a
researcher, trigger collaboration and establish group
communication. [28] defines a blog as an informal
online journal of the author’s thoughts that usually
will focus on a specific topic or issue.
• Microblog is typically smaller that allow users to exchange small elements of content such as short messages, images, or video links. Researchers can use
microblogging for their work in reaching a wider and
broader audience quicker.
• Social Network is typically composed of users,
groups, events and links between them located anywhere with similar interest. Social networking
mainly involves making friendships, sharing ideas or
opinions, and so on, which helps researchers keep
track of their co-workers activities, communicate
with them in an informal manner.
• Wiki is a very a powerful collaborative tool that encourages researchers to undefined collaboratively authoring scientific papers, edit documents, and discussing ideas in general.
• Tagging is a collection of keywords or a descriptive
phrase, assigned to a content by an author or a user to

classify data, and makes information easier to search
online. By tagging content and sharing these tags,
researchers should be able to automatic discovery of
contributors with similar research interest.
• Social bookmarking commonly refers to as social
tagging exploit by an individual to categorization of
larger sets of information and knowledge resources.
It provides an opportunity to find more websites related to the topic of interest and learns about people
interested in the same topic.
• Feeds is a technique, mostly used by enterprises to
provide a subscriber with frequent updates from the
website instead of visiting websites. It is also used
to achieve awareness in collaborative development
settings, and continuously monitor relevant information.

2.3

The Semantic Web and Ontology

Semantic Web, undefined also known as Web 3.0, proposes a new generation of the Web in which information
is given well-defined meaning, context, description better enabling collaboration between humans and machines.
The ultimate goal of the Semantic Web undefined is to
build a generic framework that will allow data and knowledge to be shared and reuse effectively with wider communities, and enabling data to be linked from one source
to another in a machine-readable format. The common
standards and framework have been developed for sharing
and reusing knowledge on the Web is briefly introduced
as follows: Resources Description Framework (RDF) is a
language has been developed in order to provide a flexible mechanism for describing web resources and their
relationships. However, RDF provides very few mechanisms undefined undefined undefined to address the problem of understanding the meaning of the terms used in
annotation. Hence, RDF Schema (RDFS), an extension
of RDF, which has been designed to overcome the limitation of RDF specifications. Although, RDFS allows the
hierarchical specification of classes and properties that enable simple inference, the expressive power of RDFS is
yet quite limited and unable to support a number of commonly required features, such as negation or disjunction.
To overcome this issue, Web Ontology Language (OWL)
has emerged as an extension of RDF/RDFS to fulfil such
types of demands. OWL is recommended by W3C to represent the web ontologies that have greater machine interoperability of the web content than the XML, RDF, and
RDF Schema. SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) is a semantic query language that ensures that the information stored in the form of triples can
be retrieved from the repositories with high precision and
recall, similar to the use of SQL in traditional relational

databases. Ontology is a very widespread mechanism to
encode terminology standards, which provide definitions
for terms in the controlled vocabulary as well as properties and relationships between terms [6]. The ontology is
a formal conceptualization of a domain that specifies the
classes of objects that exist, the relationships among those
classes, the possible relationships among instances of the
classes, and constraints over those instances [10].

2.4

Semantic and Social Network

Modeling of social networks can be aided by ontologies and reasoning to aggregate it for the specification
and explication of concepts and social relations among
them. Researchers can build models of social based online research network using social ontologies like FOAF
(Friend of a Friend), SIOC (Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities), and SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organisation System) [9]. FOAF ontology allows to describe
and publish people profile information online, including
their social links and activities [10, 24]. In contrast, SIOC
describes the social network contents such as blogs, forums, mailing lists and facilitates interconnection of these
contents via publishing of metadata [24]. Moreover, the
Dublin Core (DC) is the most important metadata standard of the library world. The use of DC terms and its
refinements in the metadata attached to each blog post can
efficiently index created data and then to easily retrieve
undefined undefined information [22].

2.5

Autonomic Computing

Autonomic Computing (AC) is an emerging paradigm that
offers a promising solution to manage IT environment by
enabling self-management capabilities based on situations
they observe [29]. This approach was inspired by the
way human Autonomic Nervous System that operates the
body-related parameters, such as heart rate or temperature, thereby releasing the brain from controlling them in
a fully aware manner [35]. Autonomic computing can be
employed to improve collaborative information processing, and data aggregation in the social network so that
expensive communication costs of large amounts of data
can be substantially reduced, and the system-wide selfmanagement is achieved [16]. An autonomic computing system described as having four key properties, which
coined as self-CHOP [16], and are described in the social
networking context as follows:
• Self-Configuration. The system is able to dynamically configure itself, adapt to changes in the IT environment [15]. This property deal with the new or
existing people in the social network such as suggest
some prioritized contact with the new member based
on profile characteristics [29].

• Self-Healing. The system will detect the problematic
operation and then initiate corrective action without
disrupting system applications [15]. This property
can be used to address issues in the social network
such as knowledge that does not flow or the weakly
linked members [29].
• Self-Optimization. The system will efficiently maximise resource allocation and utilisation to meet end
users’ needs and addresses the complexity of managing system performance [15]. This property is
applied to address the issues related to balancing
such as suggesting new relationships, optimise the
personal interests and available communication resources [29].
• Self-Protection. The system protects itself from
unauthorised people to access data, malicious attacks, and so on [15]. This property can address
the issues related to people entering the social network such as detecting, reallocation or even shield
the problematic people [29].
IBMs suggested a reference model for autonomic control loops [17], which is sometimes called the MAPE-K
(Monitor, Analyse, Plan, Execute, Knowledge) loop [14].
The autonomic loop MAPE-K is used for four major operations: monitoring, analysing, planning, and executing,
which operate taking into account the knowledge the autonomic element has on the environment and itself.

3

Social-Collaborative Aspects of
Proteomics

In this section, we present ‘SocialProteomics’ a collaborative research framework within the context of the proteomics research domain.

3.1

Entities of ‘SocialProteomics’

The common types of entities usually engaged in the ‘SocialProteomics’ collaborative research frameworks are:
• Person. This type of entity expresses an individual
researcher, who is willing to contribute to the problem area of his interest and wants to share personal
knowledge, skills, or findings. For instance, entities
generally may include academics, research students,
domain experts, and end users.
• Organisation. This category of entities can be
funding organizations, research centers, Universities,
Hospitals, Journal or book publishers who have identifiable existence and involved in collaborative research in various ways.

• Research Community. A research community is a
self-organizing group that meets to share information and gain insight about a particular issue or challenge and to learn from one another. A number of researchers with similar interests, aims, and attributes
together form a community by establishing working
relationships with each other.
• Events. This type of entity may include a conference,
seminar, meeting, or a training session where a large
group of researchers formally gathers to present their
work.
• Resources. The resources may include published papers, datasets, analysis tools and so on, which are
needed for meaningful research progress.
• Research Artifacts. Artifacts are the active component and necessary to coordinate and even trigger or
initiate the collaborative research work by providing
a shared workspace. The example of proteomics research artifacts may include (analysis pipeline, digital material and methods [26], where many researchers may be connected together by interacting
and making contributions through the research artifact.

3.2

The Social Features of ‘SocialProteomics’

In this study, we considered several key features of
the ‘SocialProteomics’ collaborative research frameworks
that could support proteomics research by enabling various social activities are briefly discussed below:
3.2.1

Connections

Researchers establish social connections with others by
following their updates, responding and commenting on
their content or ideas, by tagging or bookmarking the contents of interest. Thereafter, the interactions turned into a
strong social relationship like friendship, membership, coauthorship and even an artifact’s relationship. The common type of social connections may include:
• Friendships. A researcher may request or accept others as a friend (mostly considered direct relationships [36]) and then leverage their relations to share,
exchange and discuss knowledge, ideas, or content
about a research topic more informally. This will allow the researcher to keep track of each other’s research activity, status updates, new publications, or
findings.
• Memberships. A group of researchers with similar
interest may establish an online research community,

and start a new collaborative project, and invite and
accept membership from the relevant participants interested to contribute to the project.
• Co-authorships.
In collaborative research, coauthoring, a scientific article is one promising approach. A scientific paper is co-authored if it has
more than one author. One of the fundamental features of the framework is that it allows participation in co-authorship of publishing scientific paper
or Web article.
• Human-Artifacts Connection. A researcher connects
with research artifacts depending on his or her interest and skills on the topic. Certainly, the connection
also establishes between not only researchers and artifacts, but also between artifacts.
3.2.2

Communications

The primary ability of the framework leads informal conversations that make it a powerful communication tool for
collaborative work. The communication link could establish through discussion, review changes, engage in peer
debate, disseminating findings or ideas.
3.2.3

Sharing and Dissemination

Proteomic’s knowledge, resources, technologies, research
artifacts could be created, shared and disseminate among
communities. This can be either directed sharing, or targeting one or more specific researcher within the network.
3.2.4

Store and Access Data, Information or Resources

The scientific paper, experimental datasets, lists of bookmarks are stored and accessed to and from distributed
sources for privacy, security and confidentiality purposes.
For example, BibSonomy [3] a third party publication
management system that serves to store and share published papers as well as bookmarks created by researchers,
and ProteomeXchange [1] an international consortium,
aspires to serve as a single point of MS data submission
for PeptideAtlas, PRIDE, and Tranche to facilitate data
exchange between major proteomics dataset repositories.
3.2.5

researcher can also add semantic tags and edit information
about bookmarks such as a title of the web page.
3.2.6

Semantic Annotations

Annotation is the process of associating metadata (e.g.
MS experimental conditions, data terms, and data structures [1]) with datasets, resources, artifacts, images,
whereas a semantic annotation attaches semantic metadata
to the resources, pointing to concepts and properties in the
ontology. The framework offers a simple yet robust infrastructure of semantic annotations of the content with links
to the ontology.
3.2.7

Publish and Subscribe

A researcher could publish his content or interest to the
network, and other researchers can then subscribe to receive regular updates about new content or the latest updates on research activities. Researchers also subscribe to
feed on numerous web resources relating to their research
interest, which helps to uncover the latest knowledge, data
or publications that may be valued in his own research.

3.3

Autonomic Functionalities

In ‘SocialProteomics’, autonomic features could be
achieved through the utilisation of IBMs Autonomic Management Engine (AME) tools, which includes built-in representations of the four parts of the control loop (monitor,
analyze, plan, and execute) [15]. We highlight the basic
autonomic features of the framework as follows:
3.3.1

Managing Entity Behaviour

Entry or exit of different entities in the network, their
interactions, communication, collaboration, AME monitors such event, trigger analysis, plan and execute actions
based upon the policy determined by a domain expert.
For example, this policy could suggest some prioritized
contact with a new member based upon the similarity of
user profile, annotations, and interest they have. This can
trigger a collaboration session such as which researcher
should collaborate with who for a given purpose.

Tagging and Bookmarking

An author of a paper or an owner of a dataset can generate
tags to locate and keep track of interaction of others with
the generated content or shared resources. Using social
bookmarking services, a researcher can create a comprehensive resource list, simplifies the sharing of resources
among worldwide biomedical research communities. The

3.3.2

Managing Research Artifacts

Managing research artifacts is a complex task for an individual because researchers may work with collections
of items associated with an experiment. Optimizing such
event is important in order to maintain shared workspaces
for the participants for a particular research project.

3.3.3

Monitor, Analysis, and Notifications

Incorporation of tagging and social bookmarking idea into
the collaborative environment could improve the decisionmaking and notification of events to relevant individuals.
For instance, adopting AME can track the status of an entity’s behavior, analyses the interactions and similarities
with all tags, and bookmarks generated by an individual,
and then notify the relevant individual for taking some action.

4

‘SocialProteomics’
Implementation

Framework

In this section, we present a general architecture and implementation of a prototype ‘SocialProteomics’ framework to depict social-collaborative aspects of proteomics
research discussed above. We demonstrate a few example scenarios for establishing connections and communication among researchers with similar interest. However,
the implementation of autonomic functionalities, and the
interoperability with BibSonomy and ProteomeXchange
is not the scope of this study.

4.1

4.2

Establish Connections between Entities

The social connection is established between entities according to their research interest and activities. Each of
the entities represented as nodes in the graph and their relationships using edges between the corresponding nodes.
In this section, it illustrates example connection scenarios
based on the tagging and social bookmarking.
4.2.1

Scenario A - Connection based on Tags

As shown in Figure 2, Researcher A has a profile page
http:Profile A with a set of tags Tag A with some useful
keywords (e.g. proteomics, ms experiment, biomarker)
that indicates his skills, expertise, research interest, and so
on). He designed and published a Experimental Workflow
for Biomarker identification. Shortly, Researcher B newly
joined to the network and create a profile page http:Profile
B with his research biography and created another set of
tags Tag B with keywords (2D gel page, biomarker, proteomics, ontology, etc.).

‘SocialProteomics’ Framework Architecture

The architecture of the framework consists of a socialcollaborative environment with the space for collaborative research artifacts, and ‘OntoProteomics’ ontology extended with the vocabulary term and properties from DC,
FOAF and SIOC enhance the semantic capabilities. This
framework is also interoperable with BibSonomy and ProteomeXchange repository to access, store and share published papers, bookmarks and MS proteomics data. The
IBMs AME tool monitor and analyses the node’s events
and suggests appropriate actions. The architecture of ‘SocialProteomics’ framework is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2: Connection by similar tagging
AME is an IBMs autonomic toolkit attached to the
framework, which analyze the both sets of tag and find
many similarities between Tag A and Tag B, and make a
decision that both researchers are expertise and interested
in the similar research topic and should be connected together. At this point, AME analyses the similarities and
notifies the both researchers to take some action. Thereupon, both researchers establish social connections by requesting and accepting friendships with each other. After becoming friends, they started communication, interaction, and sharing knowledge or published paper. In the
end, they may start writing a research paper collaboratively about the topic Biomarker. In this way, each of the
researchers easily can discover each other within the network that has similar research interest.
4.2.2

Figure 1: The general architecture of ‘SoialProteomics’
Framework

Scenario B - Connection based on Social Bookmarking

As shown in Figure 3, Scenario B represents extended
connections among researchers. It shows that Researcher
C is also a participant of the network who has a profile

page http:Profile C with a set of tags Tag C. He saves a
bookmark link Bookmark A in his profile page with a set of
tags Tag D with the keywords (mass spectrometry, protein,
peptide, biomarker), which is about Biomarker topic, and
stored the bookmark in BibSonomy, which can be viewed
and tagged by other researchers too.

Figure 3: Connection by bookmarking
Researcher B already have specified Tag B in his profile page. Now, AME senses the changes in BibSonomy
about newly added bookmarks and then analyse the tag
sets Tag B, Tag D and finds the similarities between the
tag sets, which indicates Researcher C also has similar
research interest. AME makes a decision and sends notification to each of the creators of the tags to take some
action. Both researchers establish a social connection by
becoming a friend of each other.
4.2.3

contributor of Ontology Development Project, which establish a connection as a member of Research Group A.
4.2.4

Forming Research Community

Forming research community involves a wide range of social and research activities, and creating free spaces for
researchers to come together for collaborative work. As
follows from the scenarios shown above, demonstrates
that researchers automatically discovered, notified and
get connected together via tagging, bookmarking and research artifacts with the aid of AME. After building social connections, all of the connected researchers become
aware of each other’s status, skills, activities, and research
interest. Hence, they form a research community and begin to collaborate, sharing data, knowledge or ideas for
solving a specific proteomics problem of their interest.

4.3

Establish Communications between Entities

Creating a dissemination forum could be a persuasive
method that can be utilized to establish a communication
link with experts to disseminate new findings. In this example, we show how two or more researchers with similar interest communicate with each other to disseminate
research finding.

Scenario C - Connection by Research Artifacts

Another way to make connections among researchers by
using research artifacts in the network. Research artifacts
allow connections not only among researchers and their
work artifacts, but also between artifact to artifact, where
researchers can use it to find projects ideas, the creator to
make a contribution to the problem.
Figure 5: Communication through Dissemination Forum

Figure 4: Contributors connected with artifacts
Figure 4 illustrates an example of making a connection
between contributors and research artifacts. Assume that
Ontology Development is a collaborative research project
for protein ontology, commenced in the network by a research community Research Group A. The project has artifacts Research Plan and a Guidelines, which describes
the project details, and how to use the project plan. Researcher A uses the guidelines to contribute to the project.
In this way, Research Group A, Researcher A become a

Figure 5 illustrates, researchers communicate through
the dissemination forum. Assume that Researcher A is an
owner of Experimental Data A. This data is about Posttranslational Modification and shared with Dissemination
Forum for experts’ opinion. Researcher B and Researcher
C are the two specialists in Post-translational Modification and member of the forum. Developer A involves developing Data Standard for experimental data and communicate with Researcher A for requirements. They review, discuss, and provide feedback to the owner. In this
way, communication could begin among the researchers.

4.4

System Interface

We present a simple system interface of the ‘SocialProteomics’ framework, as follows:

maximum benefits for the ‘SocialProteomics’. Figure 8,
shows the basic base classes of the ontology.

Figure 8: Overview of ‘OntoProteomics’ Ontology
Figure 6: Example profile page of a researcher
The Figure 6 shows the profile page of “Thomas Hartley” with his research interest.

Figure 7: Example of a Research Artifact

5.2

Linking ‘SocialProteomics’ with ‘OntoProteomics’

In this section, we demonstrate the relatedness between
‘SocialProteomics’ framework and ‘OntoProteomics’ Ontology. We give an example representation of socialcollaborative network information with the ‘OntoProteomics’ ontology. In this example, same colour coded
oval shape represents class-subclass relationships with
text rdfs:subClassOf property, and the rectangular shape
represents an individual of the class.
Figure 9 shows, OntologyDevelopment is a subclass
of foaf:Project, ResearcherA is a subclass of Contributors, which is a subclass of foaf:Person. Project-Plan and
Guidelines is a subclass of ResearchArtifacts.

The Figure 7 shows an example published artifacts
(i.e. Research Plan, Guidelines) for “Protein Ontology
Project”.

5

Prototype Ontology Model for
‘SocialProteomics’

Of course, a particular ontology is not able to provide all
the required representation of domain knowledge. Therefore, we considered to construct a ‘OntoProteomic’ prototype ontology to describe researcher’s biography, interests, activities, publications, and research artifacts. The
ontology model, encoded in OWL using Protégé 4.3.

5.1

‘OntoProteomics’ Ontology Construction.

In ‘OntoProteomics’ ontology, the core modules defined
as base classes that represent the concepts of proteomics
entities, and the properties describe their relationships.
Additionally, the ‘OntoProteomics’ ontology has been extended by borrowing vocabulary terms from FOAF and
SIOC ontologies to describe social relationships and activities of entities. This merging approach could enhance
the capabilities of ‘OntoProteomics’ ontology to provide

Figure 9: Example of ontology extension with DC, FOAF
and SIOC
The project OntologyDevelopment commenced by a
proteomics research group ResearchGroupA. This project
has ResearchArtifacts such as ProjectPlan and Guidelines, and the creator of these artifacts is ResearchGroupA and the relationships denoted by sioc:hasCreator
property. Properties of an artifact Guidelines describe
using the DC terms such as dc:Date is “2014”, and
dc:Description is “Data Standard”.
The ResearchGroupA has some members from foaf:Person class,
such as ResearcherA, the properties described using
the FOAF vocabulary terms such as foaf:name is
“Thomas”, foaf:homepage is “http:Profile Page”, and
foaf:hasResearchInterest in “Biomarker”.
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Related Work

Taking into account the need for a large-scale sharing of
proteomics information and data, there is very little research exists on to construct the most effective research
activity designs and encourages participants in group discussion for knowledge sharing [36]. [23] analysed the role
of different web technologies in the enterprise social collaboration platforms. They argued that social collaboration keeping track of the relationships between events
and people. Conversely, research carried out by [36] and
reported the usefulness of social networking and Web
2.0 service for identifying communities of practice. [37]
proposed a Web 2.0 based Scientific Social Community
(SSC) model for communication, data sharing or collaboration among users. [21] investigated the structure of scientific collaboration networks and assumed that two scientists are considered connected if they have co-authored
a paper together. However, [2] introduced in their Codebook project that people can also be connected by becoming a friend with work artifacts. [19] cited that the purpose
of tags to extract the intent of the user and facilitate goaloriented a social network. Potentially, [10] investigates
the way that the semantic web is utilized to represent and
process social network information. Their finding shows
that FOAF ontology is the most widely used domain ontology on the semantic web. [12] stated that large webbased social networks are atarting to share members’ information and their social connections in FOAF format,
making millions of profiles available online. The Semantic Web for Research Community (SWRC) ontology
project is a big effort, which generally models key entities
relevant to typical research communities and the relations
between them [31]. On the other hand, BibSonomy system developed for sharing bookmarks and published literature among scientist [3]. In contrast, DBLP (Digital
Bibliography and Library Project) is another joint service
of the University of Trier and Schloss Dagstuhl that provides open bibliographic information on major computer
science journals and proceedings [20].

7

Discussion

Collaboration is the most important capability for any research domain to maximise the problem-solving and discovery of new knowledge. Using traditional collaboration
tools, many scientists are not enthusiastic to engage with
the online based research contribution due to the lack of
time, efficiency of the system, and not seeing the many
benefits of employing in a research context. Our study
simplified that social networking approach can offer a
wide range of features for communication, dynamic collaboration, forming community, as well as knowledge and

research artifacts creation and sharing.
However, they are many collaborative tools and applications developed for bringing large numbers of people
together, but these are not enough flexibility for a specific research field that could fulfil all required functionalities from a single interface. For example, existing system such as Research gate, Academia.edu, Github, Wiki,
Google Docs support only collaboration and knowledge
sharing among individuals for a general purpose. Despite the fact that, GitHub and Wiki have the broader approach to collaboration, is not ideal for co-authorships.
On the other hand, CiteULike is a largest collaborative
tagging service for bibliographic references only. In contrast to BibSonomy, only references imported from one of
the supported digital libraries appear on the central web
pages [3]. Moreover, these systems are lack of semantic
and less autonomous, and do not fit purely for collaborative research artifact creation. Therefore, the development
of alternative services is necessary for proteomics for the
powerful community interactions. In terms of semantic issues, DC, FOAF and SIOC ontologies provide necessary
vocabulary terms for representing metadata and social networking of online communities, but not sufficient to describe a collaborative research environment. Although,
SWRC provides a useful concept in general research context, yet missing the representation of research artifacts
and social networking in proteomics perspectives. BibSonomy is very useful for sharing published paper and
bookmark, but DBLP do not allow these services and limited to sharing computer science bibliography only.
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Conclusion and Future Work

The success of biomedical research is largely dependent
on the quality and quantity of proteomics data, knowledge, and resources available and shared among scientific communities. The validation of data deposition, designing experimental workflow and disseminate new proteomics technologies with widely accepted standard, necessitate a collaborative research approach. In this study,
we have chosen data and resource-intensive proteomics
domain, which suffers from inefficient collaboration tools.
We addressed a number of issues concerning the key barriers of the collaborative research progress in the context
of proteomics domain. We believe that the ‘SocialProteomics’ framework will accelerate collaborative research
of proteomics and increase the global impact. The uniqueness of our work is that social interactions can establish
among not only researchers or communities, but also research artifacts. We have also shown the semantic capability of the framework by constructing prototype ‘OntoProteomics’ ontology. Additionally, we highlighted an interesting approach of IBMs autonomic computing paradigm

that could enable automated features in the framework.
The future work is to develop an autonomic computing
adapter to achieve self-managed and adaptive functionalities in social-collaborative environment.
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